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Method

Traffic light and dashboard approach (i.e: ., first by assigning 
qualitative parameters (i.e., the traffic light colors: red, yellow and 
green) to each of the sixteen PROSA sub-indicators, and 
subsequently by aggregating the results using country agricultural 
area as weights to produce a dashboard by food systems 
typology.)   Gains (i.e., differences in indicator values across 
successive periods) are yellow, green if maintained for a second 
time. Decreases across successive periods are red.

Scope

Data were computed at country level, then aggregated at the level 
of food systems typology, using the HLPE categories.  Crop and 
livestock production systems are included.

Data Source

National level statistics Directly sourced from or computed based 
on FAOSTAT variables.

Data were computed at country level, then aggregated at the level 
of food systems typology, using the HLPE categories

.

Include a set of 16 indicators.
Six socio-economic dimensions indicators
Ten environmental dimension indicators. 

Time period: 1961 -2017 (Some indictors from 1990s, e.g. POU)
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BACKGROUND

Coverage

*Countries are grouped based on land, labor and capital



3All data were taken exclusively from FAOSTAT



RESULT
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It is key to climate 

resilience. however in 

moving from 

traditional to modern 

food systems, it does 

not coincide with 

market resilience. 

Remain significant 
limiting factors to 

agriculture 
sustainability in all 

food systems 
typologies, at both low 
levels and high levels 

of inputs. 

Progress has been 

strong, with

gross output 

specialization trends 

representing the most 

limiting factor 

Agricultural land 

expands at the 

detriment of natural 

ecosystems, in 

particular forests. 

Available national-level statistics across a range of relevant sub-indicators 
enables a first-order and complete analysis of progress towards 
sustainability, in both qualitative and quantitative ways. 
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Five Steps of the Combined Assessment 
for PROSA

Final selection of driver and sub-indicator 
relationships

Use computational selection procedure LASSO (Least 
Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator) 

Select drivers to analyse

Identify quantitative  indicators

Review literature

DRIVERS OF CHANGE ON THE PATH 

TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE 

AGRICULTURE

Key 
Global 
Drivers

Demographics

Inequality

Farm Structure
Global 

Integration

Government 
support to 
agriculture

Government support is one of the most 
important and direct mechanisms available 
to policy makers to encourage sustainable 
agricultural development.


